
EXERCISE

TODO

1) To perform a detailed factor-by-factor  assessment  of  the compatibility  of
infrastructures  using  an  approach  based  on  the  calculation  of  the  allowable
deviation of the mean values of the estimates  (∆KF):

 by using the initial data (will be provided by trainer) and the templates of the
table P.1-P.2 to assess the compatibility of infrastructures on the principle of
"each object of transport (or electricity) infrastructure with proposed object
of ICT";

 by using the templates of table P.3-P.4 to calculate the total deviation of the
mean values of key factors ∆KF;

 to make conclusions about the compatibility of ICT infrastructure with other
infrastructure (transport or electricity). As a template, you can use table P.5.

2) To formulate conclusions about the appropriateness / inappropriateness of the
co-deployment  of  the  given  infrastructures.  If  inappropriate,  describe  the  key
parameters that need to be improved to ensure project compatibility.

INITIAL DATA

Use  the  card  (will  be  provided  by  trainer)  with  a  detailed  description  of
potential  independent  projects  for  the  construction  of  ICT  infrastructure  and
transport (electrical) infrastructure.

CALCULATION FORMULAS

The approach is  based on the assessment  in  points  and in  the calculation the permissible
deviation of the average values (∆KF). To do this, we determine the average estimation of the
key factor (AEKF) by the formula:

Average estimation of the key factor, AEKF = ∑n
i=1 (ai)/ n, 

where  ai– estimation  of  factor  by using  parameter  with  index  i (1  ≥ai  ≤  10);  n –  number  of
parameters within the factor;

– the total deviation of the average values of key factors to determine the availability of
compatibility potential can be calculated using the formula:

∆KF = ∑M
k=1| RTAEKFk – ICTAEKFk | / M,

where RTAEKFk – average estimation of the key factor with index  k for the road transport or
electricity infrastructure object; ICTAEKFk – average estimation of the key factor with index k
for the ICT infrastructure object; M – total number of factors;



– if during the comparison ∆KF> 2 (Pareto Principle), there is the lack of compatibility
potential between ICT infrastructure object road transport and electricity infrastructure object.

An example of calculating the average estimation of the key factor is given in Table below:
# Factors Parameters aij example 

(10 point system)
1 Technical parameter 1

parameter 2
parameter 3
parameter 4
…..
Average estimation of the key factor

7
5
9
6

6,75
2 Geographical similarly
3 Organizational similarly
4 Socio-economic similarly

An example of calculating the level of objects’ compatibility is given in Table below.

Factors Object 1 Object 2 Maximum deviation
Technical 6,75 5,4 6,75-5,4=1,35
Geographical 7,5 8,4 8,4-7,5=0,9
Organizational 9,1 9,5 9,5-9,1=0,4
Socio-economic --- --- ---

∆KF 0,88

The  example  from  Table  above  shows  that,  on  average,  the  objects  are  compatible,  but
according to technical factors there are certain problems that will be visible when the indicators
are detailed. 

KEY FACTORS

# Name of
Parameter

Principles for assessing the
object of transport or

electricity infrastructure

Principles for assessing the
object of ICT infrastructure

Technical factor

1

Level  of
dependency  of  the
infrastructure
object  from  the
availability  of
electricity

If  the  infrastructure  is  more
electrified, then the score for this
parameter  is  higher.  For
example,  the  maximum  score
will be on an electrified railway
or on a highway along which a
power  line  will  be  built  or  a
power  line  already exists  along
its route

If  the  technology  of  building
fiber  optic  links  is  more  tied  to
the  presence  of  electricity  (the
less the length of the regeneration
section – the more points for this
parameter), then the score for this
parameter  is  higher.  The  FOCL
that does not require regeneration
along  the  entire  route  (i.e.,
independent  of  electricity)  will
have a minimum score

2
Maximum  duration
of the infrastructure
object’s operation

The  score  for  this  parameter  is  inversely  proportional  to  the
difference between the life (maximum duration of operation) of the
transport or electricity infrastructure and ICT infrastructure



Geographical factor

3

Level  of
coincidence  of  the
route  of
infrastructure
facilities (in case of
their  independent
construction)

The  score  for  this  parameter  is
directly proportional to the ratio
of  the  length  of  the  part  of
transport  or  electricity
infrastructure,  which  coincides
by its route with the part of ICT
infrastructure, to the total length
of  transport  or  electricity
infrastructure

The  score  for  this  parameter  is
directly proportional  to the ratio
of the length of the part  of ICT
infrastructure,  which  coincides
by  its  route  with  the  part  of
transport  or  electricity
infrastructure,  to the total  length
of ICT infrastructure

4

Level  of  influence
of  climatic  and
weather  conditions,
geodetic  and  other
features  on  the
construction  and
operation process

The  score  for  this  parameter  is
directly  proportional  to  the
number  of  additional
engineering structures that must
be  built  along  the  route  of  the
transport  or  electricity
infrastructure to compensate for
the  influence  of  climatic  and
weather  conditions,  as  well  as
geodetic and other features

The  score  for  this  parameter  is
directly  proportional  to  the
number of additional engineering
structures that must be built along
the route of the ICT infrastructure
to  compensate  for  the  influence
of  climatic  and  weather
conditions,  as  well  as  geodetic
and other features

Organizational factor

5

Level of regulation
of  the  process  of
construction  and
operation  of  an
infrastructure
object  with  objects
of another type

If the building rules for the co-
deployment  and  sharing  of  an
object of this infrastructure with
ICT  infrastructure  are  more
detailed,  then the score for  this
parameter  is  higher.  In  the
absence  of  regulatory
documents, the number of points
should be minimal.

If  the  building  rules  for  the  co-
deployment  and  sharing  of  an
object of this infrastructure with
the  transport  or  electricity
infrastructure  are  more  detailed,
then the score for this parameter
is  higher.  In  the  absence  of
regulatory  documents,  the
number  of  points  should  be
minimal.

6

Level  of
coincidence  of  the
number  of
approvals
(compared  with
independent
construction)

The  score  for  this  parameter  is
directly proportional to the ratio
of  the  number  of  matching
approval  procedures  for  the
transport  (or  electricity)
infrastructure object and for the
ICT  infrastructure  object  in
relation  to  the  total  number  of
approval procedures required for
the  construction  of  this
infrastructure

The  score  for  this  parameter  is
directly proportional  to the ratio
of  the  number  of  matching
approval procedures for the ICT
infrastructure  object  and  for  the
transport  (or  electricity)
infrastructure object in relation to
the  total  number  of  approval
procedures  required  for  the
construction  of  the  ICT
infrastructure 

7

Presence  in  the
team overseeing the
creation  of  the
infrastructure
object,  specialists
familiar  with  the
benefits  of  co-
deployment

If  the  amount  of  people  in  the
team responsible  for  the design
and construction of transport  or
electricity infrastructure  object
are familiar with the advantages
of  co-deployment  with  ICT
infrastructure  is  more,  then  the
score  for  this  parameter  is
higher. 

If  the  amount  of  people  in  the
team  responsible  for  the  design
and  construction  of  ICT
infrastructure  object  are  familiar
with  the  advantages  of  co-
deployment  with  transport  or
electricity infrastructure is more,
then the score for this parameter
is higher.



8

Form of ownership
of  the  planned
infrastructure
object

The maximum score for this parameter should be established if the
form of ownership of the created infrastructure is  private,  for the
public ownership the score should be decreased for the one point 

9

Degree  of
complexity  of
infrastructure
management

Points are awarded for each element or process in the management
system,  which  requires  coordination  with  higher  or  third-party
organizations and cannot be resolved in the operational management
process. Points are added for each element, which leads to a review
of  management  principles  and  procedures  in  the  direction  of
simplifying them or reducing the time to decide

Socio-economic factor

10

Level  of
complication
(appreciation)  of
the  technological
process  during  the
passage of difficult
terrain

The  score  for  this  parameter  is
directly proportional to the ratio
of the estimated cost of building
transport  or  electricity
infrastructure,  subject  to  the
passage of difficult terrain to the
estimated  cost  of  building  the
same  infrastructure  without
passing through difficult terrain

The scores  for  this  parameter  is
directly proportional  to the ratio
of the estimated cost of building
ICT infrastructure, subject to the
passage of difficult terrain to the
estimated  cost  of  building  the
same  infrastructure  without
passing through difficult terrain

11

Level  of  social  or
military  (defense)
significance  of  the
infrastructure
object

If  the  social  and  military
(defense) significance of a given
object  of  transport  (or
electricity)  infrastructure  is
higher,  then  the  score  for  this
parameter  is  higher.  The  least
low  score  for  this  parameter
should  receive  objects  that  are
built  exclusively as  commercial
projects

If  the  social  and  military
(defense) significance of a given
object  of  ICT  infrastructure  is
higher,  then  the  score  for  this
parameter  is  higher.   The  least
low  score  for  this  parameter
should  receive  objects  that  are
built  exclusively  as  commercial
projects

12

Additional
opportunities
received  by  the
infrastructure
object  from  co-
deployment  with
other,  including
improving  the
quality 

If  an  amount  of  new  services
that  involve  the  construction of
their  own ICT infrastructure  as
part  of  the  construction  of  a
transport  or  electricity
infrastructure is greater, then the
score for this parameter is higher

If number of potential customers
(if  the  ICT infrastructure  passes
along  the  same  route  as  a
transport  or  electricity
infrastructure) that can be served
is greater, then the score for this
parameter is higher. 



Table P.1. Analysis of compatibility characteristics of projects _____ & _____
№ Factors (j) Parameters Assessing the object

of transport or
electricity

infrastructure

Assessing the object
of ICT

infrastructure

1 Technical 
factor

Level of dependency of
the infrastructure object
from the availability of
electricity
Maximum  duration  of
the  infrastructure
object’s operation

Mean value
2 Organizational 

factor 
Level  of  regulation  of
the  process  of
construction  and
operation  of  an
infrastructure  object
with  objects  of  another
type

Level of coincidence of
the number of approvals
(compared  with
independent
construction)

Presence  in  the  team
overseeing  the  creation
of  the  infrastructure
object,  specialists
familiar  with  the
benefits  of  co-
deployment

Form  of  ownership  of
the  planned
infrastructure object
Degree of complexity of
infrastructure
management

Mean value
3 Geographical 

factor
Level of coincidence of
the  route  of
infrastructure  facilities
(in  case  of  their
independent
construction)



Level  of  influence  of
climatic  and  weather
conditions, geodetic and
other  features  on  the
construction  and
operation process

Mean value
4 Socio-economic

factor
Level  of  complication
(appreciation)  of  the
technological  process
during  the  passage  of
difficult terrain

Level  of  social  or
military  (defense)
significance  of  the
infrastructure object

Additional opportunities
received  by  the
infrastructure  object
from  co-deployment
with  other,  including
improving the quality 

Mean value



Table P.2. Analysis of compatibility characteristics of projects _____ & _____
№ Factors (j) Parameters Assessing the object

of transport or
electricity

infrastructure

Assessing the object
of ICT

infrastructure

1 Technical 
factor

Level of dependency of
the infrastructure object
from the availability of
electricity
Maximum  duration  of
the  infrastructure
object’s operation

Mean value
2 Organizational 

factor 
Level  of  regulation  of
the  process  of
construction  and
operation  of  an
infrastructure  object
with  objects  of  another
type

Level of coincidence of
the number of approvals
(compared  with
independent
construction)

Presence  in  the  team
overseeing  the  creation
of  the  infrastructure
object,  specialists
familiar  with  the
benefits  of  co-
deployment

Form  of  ownership  of
the  planned
infrastructure object
Degree of complexity of
infrastructure
management

Mean value
3 Geographical 

factor
Level of coincidence of
the  route  of
infrastructure  facilities
(in  case  of  their
independent
construction)



Level  of  influence  of
climatic  and  weather
conditions, geodetic and
other  features  on  the
construction  and
operation process

Mean value
4 Socio-economic

factor
Level  of  complication
(appreciation)  of  the
technological  process
during  the  passage  of
difficult terrain

Level  of  social  or
military  (defense)
significance  of  the
infrastructure object

Additional opportunities
received  by  the
infrastructure  object
from  co-deployment
with  other,  including
improving the quality 

Mean value



Table P.3 Assessment of the compatibility of objects _____ & _____

Group of factors

Object of transport
or electricity
infrastructure

RTAEKF

Object of ICT
infrastructure

ICTAEKF

Maximum deviation

|RTAEKF – ICTAEKF|

Technical

Organizational

Geographical

Socio-economic

∆KF

Table P.4 Assessment of the compatibility of objects _____ & _____

Group of factors

Object of transport
or electricity
infrastructure

RTAEKF

Object of ICT
infrastructure

ICTAEKF

Maximum deviation

|RTAEKF – ICTAEKF|

Technical

Organizational

Geographical

Socio-economic

∆KF

Table  P.5  The degree of  compatibility  of  the facilities  for  the  prospective  co-
deployment the road transport or electricity infrastructure with ICT infrastructure

Road transport or electricity
infrastructure Project ID 

ICT infrastructure Project ID 

∆KF=

∆KF=



CONCLUSIONS


